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Grandparents are the best grown ups as no one makes the world a little softer,
warmer and kinder than them. They tie the family together and pass on values
and traditions over.The motive behind this day’s celebration is to honor
grandparents for all the sacrifices they make for their families and also to
create awareness among the children of the moral support, information and
guidance they can offer for the first time ever TIPS celebrated grandparents
day inviting all the grandparents to school.A day filled with love,laughter and
fun.That was what the Grandparents day was all about. A range of fun games
were organized where the grandparents got an opportunity to participate with
their grandchildren.A sense of pride fill the air as they played all the games
with so much enthusiasm and involvement.The most surprising part about the
event was that the grandparents were equally active and enthusiastic and kept
par with the energy levels of their grandchildren.
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LEARNING CURVE

 Let’s just be who we really are. Our juveniles engaged themselves to
attain their targeted profiles to be reflective and involved in
research skills to learn and identify more about their body parts and
their uses. They took initiative to analyze their likes and dislikes.

“The Measure of Who we are is what we do with what
we have ” 

- Vince Lombard.
 

Children also got to be inquirers and showed enthusiasm to involve in
group activity and took initiative to talk about their family members
with their peers. 



PARENT CHRONICLE
It was an amazing experience being a part of the Hindi Diwas
celebrations at my child’s school. As Hindi is our national language, every
year September 14th is celebrated as HINDI DIWAS. I was invited to
narrate a story in Hindi.It was a moment if great pride narrating a moral
story to the little ones who listened with utmost interest. The children
had a few questions to ask me by the end of the session.I was surprised to
see the level of reasoning at this age as they asked very curious relatable
questions.It was a pleasure addressing their queries. The TIPS Hindi
team also conducted a few games that in a bilingual mode so that all
children are able to follow and participate in the activities.A song in hindi
was sung followed by a poem recitation.Children of each grade presented
their understanding on the language.It was overall a great experience
that i would cherish for a life time.Thanks to TIPS KG for conducting
such enriching activities that promote love for languages.

Parent of 
Kumar Aarav, Pre-kg



POCKET PHONICS
“The teaching and learning of phonics is always contained within, and

subordinate to genuine literacy events.”              
                                                                                                   Hornsby and Wilson

 
  
 
 

Phonics is a method for teaching people how to read and write an alphabetic
language. It is important for children to learn letter-sound relationships
because English uses letters in the alphabet to represent sounds. Phonics
teaches this information to help children learn how to read. 
 High- frequency words are often referred to as “Sight words” a term that
usually reflects the practice of learning the words through practice of learning
the words through memorization. Sight words or integrating high frequency
words into phonics lessons allow students to make sense of spelling patterns
for these words.

Here our little munchkins curiously identified the sight words from the story
book which enhances their reading skills. In addition to this it also develops
concentration and vocabulary skills.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reading
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alphabetic_language


HEALTH AND WELLNESS
“Health is wealth”is a common and famous saying that
intends to specify how important health is for us. Good
health refers to a state of the human body which is free
from any illness or injury. A healthy body and mind are
invaluable assets that one can have. If one is not healthy,
then wealth is of no importance. At TIPS we ensure each
and every child gets the adequate amount of physical
activity to keep their mind and body fit. Activities
ranging from ball balancing,hurdles,running,stretching
and swimming are a part of their weekly schedule. These
activities are both fun and enriching for the children to
have a promising and a healthy childhood. 



BUDDING   INFLUENCER 
“In order to win and succeed in life, responsibility is so important. This is a part of

being an adult and learning how to be responsible for everything.”
         Tonya R. Owens

 The young curious minds of KG 1 are inquiring about Body parts. This inquiry
fosters children to explore the habits, behaviors, interactions and decisions
related to their life. The inquiry thrives to enable students to make well-
informed, healthy activities and to develop behaviors that contribute to the well-
being of self and others.
 Here our tiny tots initiated and processed the inquiry cycle of the theme by
volunteering presenting the body parts from the provocation table. Children's
brains are hard-wired for empathy, so when we give them opportunities to act
upon those feelings, we build their confidence. 
“You are always responsible for how you act ,no matter how you feel.”



It has always been maintained
that the future of a country lies
in the hands of its children.
Teachers, as mentors, can mold
students into future leaders who
then shape the destiny of the
nation..
On Teachers' Day, students in
our school organized various
activities in order to entertain
the teachers. These activities
include dance, Music, mimicry
of teachers,. Students showered
teachers with flowers and
handmade cards. All of this is a
way for students to express
their love and respect for their
teachers.

POTPOURRI
Teacher's day Celebration

Onam Celebration
Onam was celebrated with in
grandeur.The traditional pookalam
beautiful pookala carpeted the
entrance.The teachers sang the
traditional songs of the festival and
also a little enactment of the story
marking the beginning of a new era
was done.It was visual treat to one
and all.



CANDID MEMORIES
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UPCOMING EVENTS

Navratri
Gandhi Jayanthi
Milad-un-Nabi
Diwali

Reach us

www.tipskovai.com

https://www.facebook.com/TIPScoimbatore/
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=TIPS+Coimbatore
https://www.instagram.com/tipscoimbatore/?hl=en
http://www.tipskovai.com/

